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Abstract
Through the use of a descriptive methods survey questionnaire,'this study
created a "snapshot" of current occupational therapy students including
demographic information, methods ofexposure to, and reasons for choosing the
profession ofoccupational therapy. Affected by changes in the job market for
occupational therapy in the past seven years, enrollment in occupational therapy
programs has dropped while the current projected job outlook calls for a
significant increase in jobs for occupational therapists. The most recent known
studies on this topic were conducted in 1992. Since those studies, there have been
changes in technology, education, and practice areas in occupational therapy' By
using current information, recruitment efforts by colleges and professional
occupational therapy organizations can be evaluated, enhanced, and targeted to
l.
ensure that the suppl-i of therapisls'can meet the predicted demand'
Data was collected from 105 first and second year shrdents enrolled in
,
undergiaduate ol. up"tionaiih'ei*r r."h.*t'rt four educational institutions in
Western New York and Northwest Pennsylvania. Results indicate that students
lerformed welt in frill school, ar6 primarily white females, and continue to enter
the profession for highly altnrstic reasons. Participants reported being exposed to
occupational therapy as early,as age four aid identified volunteer work, the
Internet, and family iir'vblvbmbht with therapy services as popular methods of
exposure. Curredt results contradict findings ofprevious studies in the areas of
exposue to and reasons for choosing occupational therapy as a profession.
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Compared to previous studies in this area, the current results indicate
differences in the number ofstudents choosing occupational therapy as their first
choice major as well as reasons for choosing occupational therapy as a ilrofession.
Students are being exposed to the profession at earlier ages'and report thatihe
Intemet is a popular medium to learn about occupational therapy. Current data
should be used to identify where and ho'w recruitment media should be distiibuted
and if this material is rtlchiirg a diverse, interested population.
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Chapter 1 : [ntroduction
High school is often described as a time ofexploration where students
discover their interests, strengths, and create their future plans' During these ye'ars,
each student is assigned aguidance or career counselor who assiSts the student with
course selection and possibte 'college preparation. lnput from family, friends' and
community activities influence the student's thoughts and exposure to possible
occupations, and ultimately the stirdent will choose an area where he or she hopes to
,, f I t
work (Maduakolin, 2000). Eoimany students, this career choice will require
addifional Lducation, usually acqirired in college.t 
Jru*o *oi"Lit",,;rl 
"i* o'.lr*, from this experience bv receiving
greater promotion opportunities, higher earnings and lower rmderemployment @ohm
it t
& Wyatt, 2002). Th#e has'b6en an increasing trend in the number of people seeking
higher edudatirSn. .The feicentage'of individuals ugia ZS-ZI attaining a 4-year.
!
education grew f19p 237o, in 1992 to 29o/o in the year 2000 (Dohm & Wyatt, 2002)'
r .t t-
There are mahyi'cri:-eniig tools and checklists such as Holland's self-directed
search (SDS) that career and guidance counselors use'to.assist students in selecting a
career path (Cas h,lggz).Today an increasing amorint ofschool .-..r.ou,,"lot, 
"i"
instructing students in use ofthe Internet and computer irogfams to assist with their
career search (Brown, 2003). Just as it is important for high school and career
counselors to know about these tools, one can infer that college department directors
would also be interested in the factors that lead prospective students into their
departrnents in order to enhance program enrollment. By obtaining information
associated with personality, educational strenfihs, and demographic information on
currently enrolled students, program directors can modiff their recruitment efforts to
1;
- 
- 
or 
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I
target specific students who are more likely to enter their programs (Rozier, Gilkeson
& Hamiliton, 1992).
Nationally speaking, allied health-care professions noticed a decrease injob
availabitity at the end of the 1990's due primarily to cost containment (McConnell,
2001). This decrease in job availability has rippled into the educational programs that
feed thejob market. Recently, there has been a decrease in the number of students
enrolled in occupational therapy programs across the counfy (AOTA, 2001 ). Since
1999, there has been a steady decline in the number of students 6nrolled in
occupational therapy educational programs. During the two-year period 1999-2001'
emollment in accredited programs dropped by close to 2200 students (AOTA, 2001).
By gathering current information about occupational therapy students such as
demographics, methods of exposure, and reasons for choosing the profession,
recruitrnent effectiveness can be evaluated and modified. Through effrcient and
targeted recruitmint, this decline in enrollment can be halted or reversed.
Rationale
ln the early 1990's, the American Occupationa'l Therapy Association (AOTA)
indicated iecruitment as its number one priority (Whiting, 1990). The US
Departrnent ofLabor projected a 49% increase in occupational therapy jobs between
1988 and 2000. Due to this projection, large'increases in the number of occupational
therapists were needed (Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992). Universities and colleges in
the United States identified this need-and the number ofschools offering an AOTA
accredited occupational therapy education program increased from 70 in 1990 to 131
in the year 2000 (AOTA,2001).'
i.
'1
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However, due to limitations on reimbursement for health care services, the job
market for many health professionals including occupational therapists tightened up
in the mid to late 1990's (McConnell, 2001). This tightened job market resulted in
decreased enrollment in occupational therapy education programs, which had
increased by over 10,000 students between 1990-2000, to drop by close to 2,000
students between 2000-2001 (AOTA, 2001; U.S' Deparunent ofLabor, 2002.).
More recently, the U.S. Department of Labor indicates that occupational
therapy job openings are predicted to grow "faster than average" by the year 2010
(U.S. Department of Labor,2002). Jobs for occupational therapists are predicted to
increase by 2l-35% in the next eight years' The baby boom generation reaching
middle age, the growing popuiation ofpeople 75+ years old, and the number of
current therapists who will soon retire all contribute to the predicted increase injobs
for occuf,ational therapists (U.S. Department oflabor, 2002). According to the US
i * 't "' r - t
Department oflabor Sritistiis the effebts of retiring baby-boomers could be
"enormous", especially in health service and educationjobs where needs could go
uilmet and service could suffeiifnew workers are not trained to fill vacating
lr
positions (Dohin, 2000).
History apgEirl td bc lipeatin!'itself, as there is once again a projected
ll - Itr t
increase in deinand for occupational therapists and the American Occupational
Therapy Association (AOTA) has once again identified the need for recruitment into
educational programs (AOTA, 2002c). Increasing recruitment efforts will attempt to
increase enrollment in educational programs, which will eventually supply new
therapists to meet the projected shortage of therapists. It is therefore important to
discover why students are currently choosing occupational therapy as well as the
+Who Wants to be an Occupational Therapist? 4
method by which they were exposed to the profession. Numerous studies have been
conducted in the past which address career choice, exposue to occupational therapy,
and recruitment into the profession, however, the data from these studies may be
dated, with the most recent studies being completed in 1992.
Since these studies, a decade ago, occupational therapy has undergone
changes in both educational programs and practice areas. One change includes the
requirement (effective January I 2007) that all new occupational therapy graduates
hold a post baccalaureate degree to practice (AOTA, 2002a). The majority of
occupational therapy programs award degrees at the Bachelors level and will need to
undergo some restructuring to meet this demand. Traditional occupational therapy
practice areas are also changing. Jobs in long-term care facilities and acute care
hospitals have decreased; while emerging practice areas such as ergonomics and
accessibility consultin!, h6rire modification, private practice, and welfare'to-work
services have slightly increased (AOTA, 2002d).
i* Tfre requireme-nt for new.occupaiional therapists to attain additional
- tl , I i 'r I
edutaiion, combined riith tbe expanding pracii.. 
"r.., 
in occupational therapy, may
atfact different students to the profession. Taking current student information and
f
comparing it to that from previous studies may modiff recruitrnent
., ,. ,-t:,,, F -.
techniques/stratelies'id riroie tiffdctively r6cruit prospective students into
occupational tirlolpy. '' , 1
.t
Problem statement
Studies have been conducted in the past (Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992;
Holmstrom, 1975; Rozier, Gilkeson & Hamilton, 1992; Wyrick & Stem, 1987) to
identiff why students choose'occupational therapy as a career. Since these studies
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have been conducted, occupational therapy has experienced changes in education, job
availability and work settings. With these changes in mind, it is important to
deti:rmine why students are currently choosing the profession. This updated
information about student demographics and exposure methods to occupational
therapy can be used to enhance recruitment efforts in order to maintain the supply of
therapists necessary for the demand ofavailable jobs'
What does the average occupational therapy student look like today and why
did they choose occupational therapy as a career path in college?
t
t
* 
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ChaPter 2: Literature review
Occupational therapy as a profession
DeJinition
occupational therapy is an allied health profession that is often included in an
interdisciplinary team of medical professionals. The services provided by these
health care practitioners are individualized, directly relating to the participant's lives
by addressing their occupations. The root of the first word in the titte, occupation, is
dehned as ordinary and familiar things that people do on a daily basis (christiansen &
Baum, 1997;Witsb n, ,nn'rl.Thes" ac"iiuities cdn include work, personal care
_i-(dressing, bathin'g, fee-ding) and-liiiure purtiits, such as hobbies' Occupational
' : tt,-fll.IJ"t!: I
therafiy is a hedlth and rehabilitation profession that helps people improve their ability
to perform dai(-living and work-rela:ted tasks in their environment (U.S. Department| . ,.t*
of Labor, 2002). It can be ieen as both an art and a science and addresses an
individuJl,ipzirti.ip.iion itn*l"ity, ldrpb{.etul activiiies that occupy an individual's
time and gives rf,Janin'g io'tG"'iif.'. (willard & Spackman, 1998)'
A tunctional definitiorl ilJ..ir=,a*, therapv from lJniform Terminologtfor
Occupational Therapy - j'd Edition is:
The use ofpurposeful activity or interventions to promote health and
achieve functional outcomes' Achieving functional outcomes means
to develop, improve or restore the highest possible level of
independence of any individual who is limited by a physical injury,
or illness, a dysfunctional condition, cognitive impairment, a mental
illness, a development or learning disability or an adverse
environmental condition (Watsbn, 1997)'
Occupational therapy treatment can prevent injury or further harm to a current
injury, and promotes independent fiIictioning in all individuals. Practitioners provide
--- 
r *\
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services directed at'iircieasilg qriafiq. Jr tir" by adapting the client's environment as a
I
method of treatment lCi,hJtianren & Baum, 1997;Watson, 1997). Treatment
programs may be directed at remediation ofdeficits in activity perfornance or
compensation for existing deficits associated with a particular disability or condition
(Pedretti & Early, 2001).
Occupational therapy as a profession recoglizes and offers certification for two
levels of practitioners: Occupational Therapists (OTR) which requires a minimum
completion of a bachelor's degree, and Certified Occupational Therapy Assistants
(COTAs), which requires an associate degree. The OTR retains final responsibility
for the client's care, but may delegate treatment sessions to the COTA as appropriate.
By working in concert, OTR's and COTA's can provide the most cost-efficient
therapy services possible. Practice guidelines for each position are available from
AOTA that further differentiate the requirements of each position (Pedretti & Eaiy,
2001; Willard & Spackman, 1998).
Populations served
Occupational therapists work with clients across the life span. These clients
have a variety of medical conditions including: developmental disabilities, mental
illness, orthopedic conditions (amputations, joint replacements or physical injuries)
and neurological conditions such as stroke, traumatic brain injury or spinal cord
injuries (AOTA, 2002a). These conditions may impair a client's participation in
purposeful occupation.
Work setling i
Occupational therapists work in a variety ofsettings including hospitals,
public schools, mental health c.nt..r, prilrt. practices, long term care facilities,
':t-,
f
\.\
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industrial work sites, and home care (AOTA,2002a), Full-time therapists tlpically
work 40-hours each week (U.S. Department of Labor, 2002). In addition to these
traditional practice settings, there are emerging practice areas for occupational
therapy including driver rehabilitation, home modification, wellness and health
promotion, and ergonomics consultation. An increasing number of occupational
therapists are also entering management positions while others enter education or
specialize in research (AOTA,2002a; U.S. Department of Labor' 2002)'
Occupati onal theraPy educ ati o n
Obtaining the proper education to practice as an occupational therapist (OTR)
requires either a bachelor's degree or post baccalaweate degree in occupational
therapy. Starting in 2007, all new occupational therapy students will be required to
obtain a post baccalauieate degree to practice (AOTA' 2002a). The occupational
therapy student must graduate from an academic pro$am that has been accredited by
the AOTA, and ufon.o*fl"tidn, fas's th6 ttatibnal Board for Certification of
Occupational Thempy (NBCOT) certification exam. As of 2001, there are 141
programs that provide'professional tiiining to become an occupational therapist
(AOTA, 2001). The greatest proportion of programs, eighty-nine, offer a
baccalaureate degree in occupational therapy. Sixty-nine programs offer a master'srl. ' t t
degree in the profession.-It should.be noted that some institutions offer programs at
both the baccalaureate and master's level (AOTA' 2001).
Another option growing in popularity consists ofa combined program in
which both a baccalaureate and master's degree are awarded. Programs ofthis nature
range from five to six years in length. In 2001, there were 35 programs that fit this
description (AOTA, 2001).
Ii.
tl
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According to Marshall, who conducted a survey in 1991 ofoccupational
therapy education progmms, there are six major categories of study in occupational
therapy. These areas include: general studies, humanities' natural sciences, biological
sciences, behavioral sciences and electives. An emphasis is placed on english, ethics,
anatomy, biology, psychology, sociology and developmental psychology. In addition
to general and professional studies, clinical experience is also required. Each student
must conduct (Level I) fieldwork as specified by each individual institution. Students
must also complete a minimum of 24-weeks of supervised clinical (Level II)
fieldwork (AOTA, 2000).
In addition to the projected job increase of 2l-35% for occupational therapists,
the United States Department of Labor indicates that Certified Occupational Therapy
Assistants (COTA) will experience greater tban 36%o increase in jobs by the year
2010 (U.S. Department ofLabor,2002). tn 2001, AOTA reports that there are 178
accredited programs for occupitional therapy assistans in the United States. Training
I
programs for coTAs are traditio_natly 2 years in lenglh including 16 weeks of clinical
? I -' 
' 
t
freldwork (Marshall, l99t). Similir tb ttie OTR program, COTA students must pass a
national certification exam to practice.
Profile of students .
Xhe vast majority ofoccupational therapy students are white, middle class
. .,J .- t' i ( '
females (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Madigan, 1985;Rozier et al, 1992; Wyrick
I rt r"
& Stem, 1987). A review,of studies consisting ofpracticing therapists and
occupational therapy students enrolled in OTR programs revealed only l0- I 5% of
study participants were males (Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992; Dudgeon &
Cunningham, 1992; Holmstrom, 1975; Madigan, 1985; Townsend & Mitchell, 1982)'
!
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According to statistics from AOTA regarding occupational therapy students, the
number of males in education programs has actually increased from 9.8% in 1990 to
11.6% in 1997 (AOTA, 2002e). The small number of males in education programs is
not surprising, considering that roughly 7-10% ofpracticing therapists are male-
The majority of occupational therapy students identiff themselves as
Caucasian. ln 1997, the most recent year that AOTA collected demographic
information, 9o/o of the student population identified with an ethnic minority' Of that
nine percent, the largest distribution of ethnic minorities were African Americans
(35.5%) followed by Asian American and Hispanic both at 27 .5% (AOTA,2002e).
Most occupational therapy students enroll into a baccalaureate program to
obtain their degrees. In 2001, 9,003 ofthe 15,351 occupational therapy students
enrolled in accredited education programs were in a baccalaureate program (AOTA,
2001). In 2007, all new occupational therapy students will be required to obtain a
master's degree to practice. Current baccalaureate programs are expected to modifr
their programs and offer an'entry-level masters degree, or a combined.
baccalaureate/master's degree.
I
Occuoatioial chbice
,.9
ovirview of caree, d*elop 
"ntihelries. 
I
Selection of a career path is a difficult process that begins at a very early age.
According to Gati and Sakal2OOl), 'it diuid*l, start making their first career-
orientated decisii'ns aUlg'idtol..."h... dccoiiting to human development theorists,
a
adolescence is a troublini timE toi m&lylii,ai"iduals (Santrock, 1996). Attempting to
't 
* ,
decide on a career path may appdar to be a daunting task for an adolescent.
II
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High schools employ guidance and career counselors to assist their students in
this decision mdking process. There are many theories that guide a professional
counselor's ability to direct students in their vocational choice, however, many of the
students aspirations will not receive the proper attention at this early level (Morton,
Kryk, Michael, 1997). Many of these theories use instruments or assessments that
identifu personality, interests, values and work role characteristics. A brief summary
of common theories and assessments used by career counselors is-included in the
section below.
The first career de*lopment theo ry, Trait and Factor Theory, proposed by
Frank Parson inthe early 1900's, rem'a'ins popular today. This theory focuses on
matching in individual's interests, values and personality traits to the requirements ofi I i , -r t,
giuen occilpitio'n, (Ua'O&t ritI.,2000): Afi example of a Trait and Factor theory is
r. i,. I
Holland's Perinality Theory of Voca'tional Choice (1959). This commonly used
, ::
theory states that career choice is made through an interaction between a person's
, ' t,,r". j r. J q
heredity, interaction with irthers' including family and peers, and the physical
t lrii'\,'ll
environment (Sharf, 1992).' rl .iI
Two easy to ud-inirt., *r.rsment tools that counselors use to categorize
clients are The Vocational Preference Inventory and the Self-Directed Search (SDS)'
Both ofthese tools measure self-perceived competence and interests' Career
counselors will also examine student performance on achievembnt, interests,
intelligence and aptitude tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SATJ) (Brown,
2003).
Other career development theories such as Ginzbierg's General Theory of
Occupational Choice (1951) and Super's Development of Self - Concept Theory
;l
I
t
,l
I
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(1957) look it caree'r development as a lif;-long approach consisting ofvarious stages
of growth and changL. cii,;lu"'rgil.a diper ueti"u.a that no individual is ever fullyt"'l
satisfied with an occupational choice because career development is a dynamic and
continuous process that occurs throughout the life span (Maduakolam, 2000; Sharf,
1992).
Counselors need to integrate concepts from a variety of career development
theories to successfully assist a client. It is the purpose of the career counselor to
assess the student's personality, abilities, interests, values, social structure, and life
goa'ls and direct them toward a profession that has meaning and relevance to them
(Brown,2003; Maduakolam,2000; Sharf, 1992). Occupational choice is a dynamic,
life-long process that follows a stage progression throughout the lifespan. It is
influenced by employment variables such as compensation, opportunities for
advancement and feedback from family, peers, teachers and other influential figures
in an individual's life (Brown,2003; Gati & Saka,200l; Madaukolam, 2000; Morton,
Kyrk, 1997).
It is important to note that technology is changing the role of career
counselors. Many students are using the Intemet as a tool for assisting their career
search. Many high school counseling oflices have computers with career information
sites available for stubents to use. Examples ofa few ofthese sites listed by a high
school counselor are careerpath.wsj.com and pathfinders'com (M E. Bergsma
personal communication, September 12,2002). The amount of information available
on the Intemet is changing how career exploration is taking place. As an example of
these trends, the United States Depdrtment ofLabor, which publishes documents such
tr, '[nrJ',
tf
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as the Occupational Outlook Handbook and the Occupational Job Dehnition manual,
now provides these documents on their website.
Occupational choice in occupational lherapy
In many cases, interest in occupational therapy develops from a generic
interest in allied health care and education. According to Dudgeon and Cunningham
(1992), who surveyed prospective occupational therapy students, only 22%o of
prospective students listed occupational therapy alone as their initial interest with
seventy percent of students expressing interest in physical therapy. Townsend &
Mitchell (1982) had also found that physical therapy is the most frequent alternate
profession considered among occupational therapy students.
Various studies have been conducted to determine. if occupational therapy
students have common characteristics or purposes for choosing the profession
a t,
(Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992; Holshdm, 1975; Madagin, 1985)' Results indicate
I 
.-^
that indiviiluals who choose'?o pufue a degee inbccupational therapy have altruistic
, I ti 
,1. 15 ,,, r
goals to help peofile with disabilities, describe themselves as original or creative, and
desire a challenging, diverse profession) The large variety of work settings, shong
job availability 
-a tn. 
"'Uiiity 
to work independently were strong motivational facton
ro. 
"nooriri o'ti,iimtioriil 
therarpy!as a iritfession.
Some studeits! sebtfa pbrtiirilar major based on job opportunities and high
I, 
,l
starting salaries (Kim, Marfur#,'Cangelosi & Source, 2002). Traditionally, students
interested in occupational therapy have not been motivated primarily by monetary
rewards (Holstrom, 1975). Holstrom (1975) conducted a survey ofhealth
professionals to determine motivational factors for choosing their respective
professions. When compared to other professionals such as physicians, nurses, and
-l-
I
t
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+
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pharmicologists, therapists rated "high anticipated earnings" the least important
motivational factor ofcareer selection. As of the year 2000, the median salary for an
occupational therapist was 549,500 with a range ofbetween $32,040 and $70, 810
(U.S. Department of Labor,2001). Salary is, however, becoming a more important
factor in choosing occupational therapy as a career (Rozier,1992). Rozier (1992)
indicdles that salary is the fifth most desirable aspect of occupational therapy while
Dudgeon & Cunningham (1992) report this was the third most important factor.
The literature also rtveals that there are reasons why students do not choose
occupational therapy as a career. According to Cooperstein & Schwartz (1992), the
high cost ofeducation and the lack ofa clear understanding ofthe profession
contribute to the dissuasion ofpeople from a career in occupational therapy'
In summation, studies in the past have indicated that students choose
occupational therapy as a profession for primarily altruistic reasons. Students are
interested in helping individualr" who need assistance and find this type ofactivity and
the gratitude they receive from this very rewarding. Compensation for services in the
!
form-of saldry has becomd a -c6iisidetttioir in selecting this profession according toi 
" 
. rrrt 'l :'!
recent studies, The public's lack ofknowledge about occupationa'l therapy combined
with the high,tost of educational progams may contribute to students' confusion and
t"
Iack of exploration iii'the field ofoccupational therapy.
Exposufe'io oibuiaiional therapi r ' i
Accordiig'to Gat! a-gd S-aka (2001), individuals start making their first career-
orientated decisioorlirLin! dddlescence. Students leam about jobs from a vaiiety of
sources including peers, teachers and personal experiences (Maduakolam, 2000). The
most common method of introduction to the profession ofoccupational therapy is
s_-
I
I
I
I
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through personal contact with someone in the profession, or volunteer/work
experience in a setting, which includes occupational therapy (Cooperstein &
Schwartz, 1992; Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Madigan, 1985; Townsend &
Mitchell, 1982). Other methods of exposure to occupational therapy, including career
fairs and guidance counselors, are not as common or successful as personal contact to
the profession. Very few students report learning about occupational therapy from
high school counselors, teachers or career days (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992;
Rozier et al., 1992). ln general, however, occupational therapy is less well known "
than other health professions such as physical and speech therapy and relies more
heavily on personal contact to gain exposure (Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992).
Recruitment
Past recruitment efforts
Ongoing re'cruitment to the profession of occupational therapy is essential to
ensure that services can be provided to those clients in need. The current projected
shortage of therapists is not the first time that major recruitment efforts have been
necessary. Inthe early 1990'i, occuphtional therapy was seen as one ofthe fastest
growing professions in health care (Whitinig, 1990). This projection led AOTA to
;
designate recruitrnerit, as its number one priority during the 90's. AOTA launched a
I
three year recruitment program which included: conducting yearly surveys of
education programs to assess recruitment strategies, creating a recruitment
coordinating committee, performing ongoing assessments of current recruitment
I i, *'l.t'
strategies, and sending targeted promotional materials (Whiting, 1990). The efforts
,l i , o ,"
of these recruitment efforts were positivb as the development of and enrollment in
.. ,!. 
r !
educational programs increased dramatically from 70 OTR programs in 1990 to 131
1
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in 2002 with enrollment increasing by approximately 10,000 students duiing the same +
time span (AOTA, 2001)
Many strategies have been implemented to recruit prospective bccupational
therapy students (Townsend & Mitchell, 1982; Whiting, 1990). Common strategies
include: presentations from current occupational therapists, newspaper
advertisements, television and radio announcements including public service
announcements, career fairs and other public relations events (Carleton, 1990;
Townsend & Mitchell, 1982; Whiting, tieOl. One of the most effective recruitment
techniques, however, is the use ofbrochures, traditionally sent to high school '
guidance offrces (Carldton, t990;.Wliiting, 1990). These brochures are informative,
but it is not known if they are reaching the target audience'
!tr
Guidanc/counidtors'ri,ii hot 6e-able'to' furnish students with current,
- ' r 
z. 1992; Rozier et al,accurate information about careers (Cooperstein & Schwarl
I.
1990; Townsend d t{it"ttetl, 1982)-. In an early study by Townsend and Mitchell
t_
(1982), stated that the responsibility Fly fall onto the therapist to educate thei, tl. ,ar.
guidance counselor.about occupational thlrapy. In a more recent unpublished studyi r.. r, t I
conducted by cash (1992),,guidance counselors were surveyed to identiff their views
about occupational therapy and their role in recommending allied health programs to
their students. C6unselors were less aware ofoccupational therapy and were less
optimistic about the career outlook ofthe profession when compared to physical
theraly. This greater familiarity with physical therapy led to a career
recommendation rate three times that of occupational therapy. Greater than 60% of
the 4l guidance counselors reported making no action with respect to occupational
therapy recommendations.
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Occupational therapy continues to be a field that relies on personal contact for
'1
exposure (Cooperstejn & Schwartz, 1992). Cileton (1990) reported in her survey of
.T
occupational therapy program reiruitment efforts that more public promotion of the
profession is essential to make occupational therapy a more visible, desirable career.
In her article entitled "Recruitment is Everybody's Business" then ATOA president
Ann Grady ( I 990) stated that recruifinent has to happen at the local level. Therapists
should seek out community opportunities to promote occupational therapy and play
active roles in their state occupational therapy association's recruitment efforts.
Current recruilment siluation
One ofthe contributing factors to the current projected shortage of
occupational therapists is the retirement of current practitioners. The labor force in
all professions will be affected when the "baby-boomers" begin to retire within the
next couple ofyears (Dohm,2000). These effeits are expected to continue and
increase after 2008 as more baby-boomers reach the age ofretirement. When the job
force decreases, it increases the amount of work and sffess placed on current workers
until new workers can replenish those whom have left.
This added stress on current employees might increase the already
dangerously high attrition rates in the field of occupational therapy. According to
Bailey (1990), the rate of attrition from the profession contributed to the shortage of
therapists in the late 1980's. common factors influencing attrition included excessive
paperwork, red tape and lack of respect. With the majority of therapists being female,
it was also indicated that a "...large percentage ofoccupational therapists plan to take
long periods off from their profession to raise children" (p.25). These factors'
-..*-+l 1,..J-* .-..'1i3J.,.---
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examined alongside a shortage of therapists and decreased enrollment in educational
programs, qualifres recruitment of students into the profession as a top priority.
According to the AOTA Board of Directors, a brochure needs to be created
and sent to college and university administrators informing them ofthe positive job
market outlook (AOTA, 2002c). There is no direct mention of recruitment efforts to
the profession or educational programs other than to "Promote greater public
understanding of occupational therapy" (AOTA' 20020.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Overview
The snrdy desigrr was a self-report suwey. Included in this current descriptive
survey is demographic information such as age, gender, socio-economic status,
family edircation, ethnicity and academic performance in high school' This is
followed by questions pertaining to the participant's exposue to the profession.
Next, an eighteen-item section asked participants to respond to statements designed to
indicate reasons for choosing occupational therapy as a career'
The survey was given to occupational therapy students currently enrolled in
their first or second year of their respective program. The 105 participants were
enrolled in one of the following institutions: Ithaca college, Keuka college, Gannon
University or The University of Buffalo. Descriptive statistics were generated from
this survey using the statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer
softdare.
Research questions 
.
1. What is the common profile of an occupational therapy student?
2. How did today's students l6arn about occupational therapy?
3. Wh-! do students choosd occuliatioiril therapy as a major in college?
4. What other types.of academic or profeisional czlreer programs did current
students enrolled in occupational therapy programs consider in addition to
occupational theraPY?
!
Subjects and selection method
Subjects iirclud'ed nisthna sebbird'year occupational therapy students enrolled
in educational ptogranis'tt ut iiiaid either baccalaureate or combined
baccalaureate/m"ri'1.', d.gr..i in occupational therapy. To gain access to the
population, occupational therapy program directors were contacted by email, and a
19
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phone interview was scheduled with each program director. Each program director
then received a copy of the participation information sheet and survey instrument. A
time was then established for the researcher to visit each campus to conduct the
survey during a scheduled class session. An overview of the four colleges used in thie
study is included below.
Gannon Ihniversify is a private, catholic university ofapproximately 3,300
students. The campus is located in downtown Erie, PA and the occupational Therapy
program design is a combined baccalaureate/master's degree in occupational therapy
(Gannon Universlty, n.d.). At this research site, tbe survey was administered to first
and second year students during one class session per group'
Keuka College is a private college of approximately 1,000 students' The
campus is located in Penn Yan, NY and the Occupational Therapy program design is
a combined baccalaureate/master's degree in occupational therapy (Keuka College,
2003). Due to Keuka's curriculum design, the survey was administered during one
class that included both first and second year students.
Ithaca Cotlege is a private college of approximately 6,200 shrdents. The
campus is located in Ithaca, NY and the Occupational Therapy program design
includes a combined baccalaueate/master's degree in occupational therapy (Ithaca
' t (t
College, 2003). Due to Ithaca's'curricilum design, the survey was administered to
two classes. One cllss included fio, y.r. rt d.rts and non-occupational therapy
'1, a
students while the other ionsisted of iec6nd year students. Prior to administering the
survey, the professor dismissed the non-occupational therapy students effolled in the
class. rI
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University of Bulfato is a State University of New York (SllNY) campus of -
approximately 25,800 students. The campus is located in Buffalo, NY and the
program currently awards a baccalaureate degree in occupational therapy (University
ofBuffalo,2003). Starting in fall 2003, the school will.be phasing out their
baccalaureate program to provide a combined baccalaureate/master's degree program
(D.Gale, personal communication, March 19, 2003). Due to the curricuitm design at
The university of Buffalo, the survey was administered to a class that included both
first and second year students most of which were on the "occupational therapy-
track,, curriculum awaiting their admittance into the professional portibn of thb
occupational therapy program that begins in junior year. Prior to administering the
survey, the prof#sor dismissed th'br''.'non-octupational therapy-track" students
.*6il"d in the class.
first year students. However, a combination of factors including scheduling conflicts,rtt
participant availabiiity and very sinall class sizes reSulted in the addition of second
year studeriis: rThe iecruitment eniiil io p-rogram directors had been sent piior to this
decision, but the changq in prgspegtive participants was not expected to skew the
- Jr tr
results of ihis srudyds se'cond year students are still considered to be new to their
respective programs.
The researcher originally contacted six institutions to participate in the stirdy.
Low enrollment numbers in both the first and second year classes at two oithe
institutions prompted the researcher to exclude them from the study.
i ,, il'"'fi it.t,Jo;u,'*t'r'"1i,1[rtdtte studv originalv incruded onrv
lr L=.
-
lf. r' t.; F.r
Study des i gn/res ear ch tod I
Thi*ru?f design, approved by'thd Ithaca College Human Subjects
Committee, included a'five-paged, self-report, descriptive methods survey. A tear-
away cover page served as irif<irmea consent to participate' Included in the survey
were questions related to demographics including: socio-economic status (SES)'
ethnicity, age, gender, academic performance, and parental education. Questions
were also directed at the method and age of exposure to occupational therapy. Most
questions were of forced choice format requesting one answer. Many questions also
had an .,other" option where the participant was asked to write in an altemate answer
if appropriate. Next, an eighteen-item Likert-scale format section asked about
participants' career aspirations and attitudes. Responses in this section were ranked
using a 5-point Likert-scale with 5 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). The
researcher personally introduced the survey to each classroom ofparticipating
students. The researcher chose to visit each institution as opposed to using a more
haditional mail based method of survey research in hopes to increase the response
rate. To eliminate bias and maintain anonymity, the researcher left the room while
participants completed the survey.
Operationalization of concepts inlo variables
. The survey instrument included 3l questions ofvarious formats. Although
the questions were not numbered on the survey, each question was numbered for
analysis purposes on a master copy. To assist with clarity, the numbers used for
analysis have been added to the attached survey instrument (Appendix D) and appear
as small, italicized numbers at the beginning of the question. Questions I tbrough 9
were related to demographics and included one fill in question followed by forced
'il 
r
wihti tJ Ue an Occupational Therapist?Who ci
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choice questions. This first section ofquestions yielded interval, nominal and ordinal
data. Qirestidns l0- 13 were related to the participant's exposure to occupational
therapy and included one fill in question which yielded interval data while the other
tkee questions were forced choice with a fill in option yielding nominal data.
Questions 14-3 I in this survey were of Likert scale format and yielded ordinal
data. The likert scale is as follows: I : strongly disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, j
= neither agree nor disagree, 4 : somewhat agree, 5 = strongly agree. These
questions have been modified from the original 2l-item attitude inventory used by
Rozier et al in their 1992 sfidy "Why Students Choose Occupational Therapy as a
Career. " Three items from the Rozier et. al.( 1992) inventory have been left out of
this current study to eliminate redundancy in statements. They are as follows: l.
Helping people is personally enjoyable 2. Being able to move anywhere and find a
job is desirable 3. Kaowing more about the human body is desirable (p.629). The
wording of seven stifbments nr, 
"h'-i.d to increase clarity and the researcher did
I
not feel that these'wording changes affected statement content. It should be noted
I ,r, ttni ,l
that the iuryent strldy is-noi adiiect reilicatiori ofthe Rozier et. al. study and the
i
cunent study results are not only compared to the Rozier et' al. but to numerous
,
studies. t
Fieldksring. . + fi f t
Before adminiSterin-g'the survey to the specified population, a field test ofthe
lr . I
survey was conducted iL' dbielmine flow and clarity of the questions. The field+est
sample included 22 graduate occupational therapy students at Ithaca College. The
administration of the survey was similar to that which was performed for each official
data collection. Using feedback from the test population, some questions were re-
I J-.--
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worded and some others were re-phrased. It should be noted that the changes only
conesponded to forced choice and open-ended style questions, not to the Likert scale
formatted questions.
Procedures
Prior to contacting the prospective participating research sites, the reseaicher
submitted a proposal to the Ithaca College Human Subjects Committee. The
committee granted the approval (Appendix A) after the researcher met a few minor
stipulations related to question wording and phrasing. Upon final approval, the
recruitment email letter (Appendix B) was sent to six instiiutions. Only four
institutions were included in the study due to low student numbers at the other two
schools. A visit date, time and class session wtas established between the researcher
and the occupational therapy program director at each participating institution'
Once the researcher alTived at the classroom to conduct the survey, the
program director or class instructor introduced the researcher to the prospective study
participants. The surveys were passed around the room and students were asked NOT
' r' 
" 
i
to begin answering questions until the researcher had given the introduction and left
the room. The researcher-read the "participation information sheet" (Appendix C)
asking the .*'a.nt, a{rotio*luion!. tI6* U*. instructed to retain the
participation information sheet as it served as informEd consent. Once questions had
j
t-
been addressed, the iefearcher, class instructor and/or program director left the room
while participantd comirleted,the -survey instrument (Appendix D) to ensure
?
anonymity ofresponses. Participants were asked to place their completed surveys into
a{
a drop box for collecti6n. L
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Anonym i ty and c o nfi den tia I i tY
The anonymity and confidentiality ofparticipants was of utmost concern in
this study. To help assure anonymity of responses, the participant names and their
institutions were not recorded on the survey. The only identiffing marker on the
surveys was a random code number issued by the researcher for data analysis
purposes. The researcher was not present when participants completed the suwey and
completed surveys were deposited into a large &op box provided by the researcher.
only the researcher and members of his thesis committee had access to the raw data,
which was stored in a locked filing cabinet to ensure confidentiality.
Analysis
After data from the final participating institution was collected, the surveys
were assigned a number code starting at one and continuing until each survey had
received a cote number. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS,
version 10.0) was used to analyze data from the surveys. Results from the study were
reported through descriptive statistics including mean' range, percentage, and
frequency ofresponses. Responses listed by the participants in the "other" portions of
questions 10-13 were combined based on similar characteristics by the researcher and
[! rr
members of his committeO for data anilysis purposes.
t
Scope and limitatio*
,-. 
t 
t
The largest limitation oitlil.r,iayli's ,t. Jir.'-d dirr.ib,rrion of the
I
participant sample. A purposive sample of schools in central and westem New York
.t
and northwestem Pennsylvdnia wasluSed for this study. Although national, random
sample including students enrolled in all levels ofeducation including post-graduate
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programs would increase the ability to generalize results, it was beyond the scope of
this study.
Another limitation of this study may be the sr.irvey instrument. When creating
the survey instrument, the researcher modified and used a 21-item attitude inveniory
originally used by Rozier et al. in their 1992 study "Why students choose
occupational therapy as a career." It was not the intention of the researiher to
repllcate a previous study and the current results are compared to other studies with
similar subject matter. A different tool, which is more descriptive and sensitive, may
be beneficial for future research.
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* Chapter 4: Results
Participants
ri
The pa"rticipants in this stuldy included students enrolled in their first or second
t
y# ofeducation iri i baccdlaure'atb or combined baccala[reate/master's occupational
l.
therapy degree program. Data collection occurred at four colleges over five different
days. A total of seven classes were surveyed consisting of 107 prospective study
participants. The final sample of participants included 105 students, which yielded a
response rate of 98.1%o.
Participants ranged in age from 18 
- 
32 years with a mean age of 19.4 years.
Of those 105 participants surveyed, only four (3.8%) were males- Forty-nine (47.1%)
participants were enrolled in their freshman or first year while 55 (52.9%) of
participants were enrolled in their sophomore or second year ofschool (Table 1).
One student did not indicate their enrollment year. Ethnicity was also determined and
valid data (n=102) is included in the table below (Table l). In summary, the high
majority of participants were white females.
o,//o
Table I
D e mo graphic I nfo rmali on
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96.2
3.8
47.',|
52.9
1 1.0
1.0
2.9
97 95.1
Gender
Female
Male
Year in School
Freshman/Iirst Year
Sophomore/Second Year
Ethnicity of ParticiPants
Hispanic/Latino
101
4
49
55
Asian/Pacific Islander 1
Black/AfricanAmerican 3
Wbite
Note. Values may not add up io N=105 or 100% due to
invalid data that was not included in analysis'
T
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)t
E duc ational b ackgr ound
The vast majority of participants (91.3o/o) indicated "High School or GED" as
their highest level of completed education. There were frve participants who had
completed an Associate's Degree and four who reported having a Bachelors Degree
prior to enrolling in their respective occupational therapy programs. There was no
question on the survey asking in what area the completed degrees were awarded'
- In general, participants fared well academically in high school (Table 2) with
over 66Yo in the top twenty percent and 34% graduating in the top l0% of their
graduating classes. Scores on the standardized Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT-I) were
varied (Table 2) with74.5% scoring at 1200 or below. The gleatest proportion of
students (27.6%) scored in the 1000-1 100 range on the SAT-I test. Seven participants
left this item blank. No s-ubjects reported scores above the 1400 mark. It should be
noted that each year only roughly 5% of students taking the SAT-I score 700 or
higher on either the math or verbal sections. The national average has hovered
around the 1020 mark for the past four years (The College Board,2002)' One
participant indicated that ihey took the ACT test (another form of standardized
college ent'ance test).
i
',ll
I
Highest Completed Degree
Less than High School
VocationaVCertifi cate Program
High School or GED
Associates Degee
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Doctorate
High School Class Rank
5o/o
l0o/o
l5o/o
20%
25%
Above 25Yo
Unknown/ School did not rank
SAT-I Score
Below 1000
1000-1100
I l0l-1200
1201- 1300
1301- 1400
l40l-1500
l50l - 1600
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Table 2
Sludent Education Level
Survey Item n 7o
000094 91.3
5 4.9
4 3.90000
t4 13.7
2L 20.6
t9 18.6
14 13.7
1l 10.8
8 7.8
15 14.7
22.4
27.6
24.5
19.4
6.1
0
0
Note. Values may not add uP to N= t 05 or I 00/o due to invalid
data that was not included in analysis. High school class rank
statement read as follows: "l was in the toP 
- 
% ofmy graduating class "
t' {
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22
11
24
l9
6
0
0
,,1
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college level. 
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Family information
One statement on the survey asked for the "Combined family income" for the
participant's household. This item was not answered by ll participants, which may
be attributed to the 3ensitive nature of this information. Other factors, which may
have led to the poor response rate, could include living in a single parent household or
participants having financial independence from their parents. Of those who did
respond (n=88), the largest percentages of participants (12.5%) identified "$120,000
or above" followed by "$70,000-79,999" and "530'000-39,000" both receiving
11.4%. The researcher would like to indicate that three of the four research sites were
private colleges, which may draw students from families with higher levels of
income- The University of Buffalo was the only public or state-funded institution
included in the study.'.1
Parentai'level ofeducation (Table 3) reveals that the majority ofparents (59%
{
of mdthers andriT..,o of fa-thers)'have coripleted at least an Associate's Degree* at the
t -'.,: r I !'' ''-'t l lu
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Table 3
P arent al iduc atio n Level
Highest Completed Degree (Mother)'
Less than High School
Vocational/Certificate Progranif r
High School or GED
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Doctorate
Highest Completed Degree (Father)
Less than High School
VocationaVCertifi cate Program
High School or GED
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Doctorate
Note. Values may not add up to N=105 or 100% due to invalid
data that was not included in analysis.
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2.9
34.0
13.6
20.4
2s.2
0
1.0
1.0
40.8
13.6
22.3
t9.4
1.9
32
4
3
35
t4
21
26
0
I
I
42
t4
23
20
2
\
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Exposure to occapational lheraPY
Data collected in this area included three questions. The first asked for the age
at which each participant was first exposed to occupational therapy. The second
question asked for the method of their first exposure and the third asked about
subsequent exposures to the profession' There was no limit to the number of
responses for subsequent exposures. Table 4 shows both the age and initial methods
ofexposure to occupational therapy and the top 5 overall methods of exposure to the
profession.
The average age ofexposure to the profession ofoccupational therapy was
l5.g years of age with a range from 4-31 years. Results in the valid sample (n=97)
revealed that the top 5 methods of inirrol exposure to the field ofoccupational therapy
(Table 4) are: volunteer/work at a clinic, family member receiving services, hearing
from a friend, the Internet, and verbal exposure through a faniily member'
When the initial and subsequalt exposures are combined, data reveals thattl
volunteer/work at a clinic where occupational therapy services are provided was the
number one methbd cf exposure to the profession. The second most frequent method
of exposure *., tl" rntrli.irulo1v ,i,e;ulr r!.!.iuing r"*i"es' career fairs and
t
guidance counselors rounds out the top 5 (Table 4).
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Volunteer/work at clinic
Family received services
Friend
Intemet
Heard from Family member
Guidanct counselor
Career Fair
Research
Family is OTR/COTA
Received services personallY
Shadowed an occupational therapist
Special program in HS/College
Involved with other services
Table 4
Exposure to Occupalional TheraPY
n o/o
26 26.8
16 l6.s
r 0 10.39 9.38 8.26 6.2
5 5.2
4 4.1
4 4.1
2 2.1
2 2.1
2 2.1
2 2.1
Internship 1 1.0
Total 97
l. Volunteer/work at clinic
2. Intemet
3. Family Member Received Services
4. Career Fair
5. Guidance Counselor
Note: Initial meth6rb of exposure have be'en combined at the
discrction of the researcher' Top 5 overall methods of exposure reflect
a combination of initial and subsequent exposure rirethods'
'.' t
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lnitial Exposure
Age 4-31 Years 15.9 Years
%
48.3
38.4
28.l
22.4
50
39
29
23
#+rlTs
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Y[hy students choose occupational therapy
Career selection is a very complicated, dynamic process and it is difficult to
pinpoint the reasons why an individual chooses a specific profession over dnother.
Included in this survey was a section asking students to rate how strongly they agreed
with given statements in regard to their desire to become an occupational therapist.
For this section, a descriptive statistics chart was produced that identifies the mean
score for each of the l8 statements (Table 5). In order to identiff a list of the top
influencing factors for choosing occupational therapy as a profession, the five highest
mean scores were identified and are reported below:
l. It is rewarding to positively influence a person's functional abilities. (M=4 9l)
2. There is an opportunity to influence others lives' (M:4 90)
3. Occupational Therapy offers a variety of settings in which to work' (M=4'85)
4. There is an oppornrnity to work closely in a one-on-one situation' (M=4'78)
5. It is rewarding when clients express gratitude for what is done for them'
(M=4.77)
other items receiving high ratings include items related to the job outlook for
occupational therapy. A statement related to salary fell in the number nine position
out of the l8 items surveyed. The lowest scoring items included the desire to become
an educator, individuals seekin$ a physically demanding job, and the student's
perception ofoccupational therapy as ajod in which one can feel in control.
I,
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Table 5
Mean Scores for Statements
MeanStatement
l
i:
;
1
There is an opportunity to influence others lives'
There is an opportunity to work closely in a one-on'one situation'
Not being around people can make a person lonely.
A job that has moderate physical demands is important'
A good salary is desirable.
Being an occupational therapy educator is an eventual personal goal'
Science courses are enjoyable and a continuing pdrsonal interest'
The job outlook for occupational therapy is food'
No other career is as desirable to me as a career in occupational therapy'
It is desirable to work regular daytime hours and work schedules.
\
A career with prestige is desirable.t
It is iewrdine when clients express grafitude for what is done for them'I - ;.1.{rI
!
It is rewarding to positively influence a'person's functional abilities'
/
An occupatioialtherapy career prolides a position in which one can feel in
control. . I
A career in occupationil ttierapy offers more variety than just patient care'
4.90
4.78
3.93
3.7r
4.3i
3.55
3.78
4.58
4.02
4.29
4.36
4.77
4.9t
3.77
4.66
4.53
4'.17
4.85
,q..".".. ii., o6iupatii,nil die:Aijy iirira i[o* ror rareer development and
advancement.+.r,
al"Cir,rilr 
""'i 
.o'rt'in3 i. a.rir.dt6.
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Occupational therapy offeis a variety of settings in whicb to work'
rvole. Participants were asked to respond to each statemenr using the following s cale: srrongly agree 
_ _
(5), somewhit agree (4), neither agJee nor disagree (3), somewhat disagree (2), strongly disagree (l)'
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The majoriry ofparticipants (n=78) in this study indicated that occupational
t.
therapy was their first cihoice academii program. For those 27 students who did not
specifi occupational therapy as their first choice there were 25 valid responses for an
altemate first choice program, Participants were offered four fixed options for career
J1
choice with one fill-in ..dthei" option. The researcher, based on an overview of the
literature, combined responses listed as "other". Physical therapy was identified as the
most cornmon program, being selected by ten participants. Other programs with
more than one response included psychology, social work/human services, and
biochemistry/pharmacy. The following programs received one response each: athletic
training, nursing, engineering, environmental science, biology, neuroscience' forensic
pathology, and doctor.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
For the current study, first and second year occupational therapy students were
administered a survey which included demographic inquiries, questions on the
students exposure to the field ofoccupational thempy, and the factors that led them to
choose the profession. There have been studies in the past, which surveyed
occupational therapy students (Madigan, 1985; Rosier et. al, 1992; Wyrick & Stem,
1987), and others that surveyed prospective students (Dudgeon & Cunningham,
1992), current occupational therapists or recent graduates (Cooperstein & Schwartz,
1992; Townsend & Mitchell, 1982). Many of these studies have results that are
comparable to the findings of the current study and these will now be addressed.
Demographics
what is the common profile of an occupational therapy student? occupational
therapy students were predominantly female as evidenced by numerous studies in the
past. (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Madigan, 1985; Rozier et al, 1992; Wyrick &
Stem, 1987). Current results showed a continued lack of male students. In addition,
there are a low number of minority students currently enrolled in occupational
therapy. programs. Less tlian fivE percent ofparticipants identified with an etbnic
'-l'- r;,
minority. The most conlmon response was Black/A-frican American followed by
Asian/?acific Islinder and Hispanic/r--atino. These results are similar to previous
a't
studies (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Holshom, 1975; Townsend & Mitchell'
1982) and more'specifically to 
"'Stuiv 
Ui rtliicli & Stems (t987) where
Blaclc/African am'ei'iean whs the !6c'ond most prevalent etbnicity among participants.
'f
The continued limited number of male and ethnic minority students is evidence that
recruitment efforts should focus on improving diversity'
38
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Although the influence ofparental education continues to be an indicator of
student enrollment in college, this may not be directly related to choosing
occupational therapy as a major. Results of this study indicate that upwards of 57%
ofparents ofparticipants have completed at least an Associate's Degree. It shouldbe
noted that this percentage is higher than the findings of Madigan (1985), which
indicated that 44%o of parents had a college education. Over 9l%o of study
participants (students) listed "high schooUGED" as their highest completed level of
education with only 8.8% ofstudents currently holding either an Associates or
Bachelors Degree. Rozier et. al. (1992), the only other study that surveyed first year
students, reported that 65% of their 218 participants held high school diplomas and
more than 33% of participants held college degrees at the time of their study' It is
believed that there would be more diversity in the current study if it were conducted
on a larger scale.
Participants were asked questions to assess their academic performance
including their high school class rank and their combined (math and verbal) SAT-I
score. Unfortunately, studies in the past do not explore these factors in detail. The
researcher, however, felt it was important to identif, how occupational therapy
students ranked in SAT-I scores, is they are required for admission into the majority
.ofcirlleges and universities in tt Uniied Sj$es. The student's score on the SAT-I is
.r 1 r
also often"used as a predictor of academic performance once enrolled in college. The
I
majority of pfticipants scoret at or above the SAT-I national average (1020) with
tr
close to twenty- percent scoring above 1200. students also perfiormed well in terms of
cfass rairk in their gra'dualir'g tiign ttnooi dlass with 34%o of the sample graduating in
the top ten perient of th'eir chsJ. I
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Exposure to occupational lheraPY
How did today's students leam about occupational therapy? Occupational
therapy is not well known to the general public; people are traditionally exposed
through some type ofpersonal contact (Cooperstein & Schwartz, 1992)' In the
current study, the researcher was interested not only in tbe method by which students
learned about occupational therapy, but also the participants' ale at the time of
exposure. According to the literature, students first learn about occupational therapy
between the ages of l9-20 (Townsend & Mitchell, 1982; Wyrick & Stem, 1987).
Cooperstein & Schwartz (1992) state that the majority of students leam of the
profession while in high school. In the current study however, the average age of
exposure was 15.9 years of age with thirteen participants indicating exposure before
the age of14. This is evidence that students now learn ofthe profession earlier than
previously reported and supports Gati & Saka (2001) who stated that career-oriented
decision making starts during adolescence. Current findings contradict those of
Cooperstein & Schwartz (1992) who reported that less than three percent of
participants were exposed to occupational therapy before the age of fourteen.
To further explore the participants' exposue to the profession, both initial and
subsequent exposure methods to occupational therapy were assessed. For the
purposes ofdiscussion, current results will include a combination of initial and
subsequent .*porur.. ,in..'pfr.lrioir. .*ai., do not make a differentiation. The
number one method ofexposure to the profession was reported as volunteering or
working in a clinic wherd ociup-ational th-erap! was frovided. This finding was
indicated by seventf-nine percent ofthe participants and agrees with findings from
Dudgeon & Cunninghl:im (1992), Cooperstein & Schwartz (1992), and Rozier et al
, t, 
_ 
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(1992). Other studies indicated volunteer work as one of the top five exposure
methods to occupational therapy (Townsend & Mitchell, 1982; Wyrick & Stem,
1987).
In the current study, 37.1% ofparticipants indicated that they were exposed to
occupational therapy when a family member received services' This method of
eiposure rated as the third highest and is another examile ofhow personal experience
is a large method of exposure to the profession. Other studies also indicated tf,at
familial p'articipation in occupational therapy sewices was a method of exposure
(Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Rozier et al 1992; Town6end & Mitchell, 1982;
Wyrick & Stem, 1987).
Some literature indicates that guidance counselors and career fairs are not
very successful in promoting occupational therapy (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992;
Gilkeson & Hamilton, 1992; Rozier et al, 1992). When career fairs and guidance
.E ")
counselors as methods of exposire were combined, they were indicated :rs exposure
methods by ovbr half of the current participants. These finding contratict those ofthe
.uou. ri.Li ,*aies dn*d'd0monstiat; tr,L[tn'.lr.f.r. still valid methods of exposure and
I
in tum, channels for recruitment to the profession. It should be noted that the
methods of exposuie trsed by'grlif,ance counselors and at career fairs were not
identified bv the current studv. Future research should examine the methods used in
't'L- t "It
suidance offices and at career fairs in order to further enhance recruitment efforts into
the field of occupatioirdl th'era:py.
Exp o sure lhrou gh tech nologt
The current study has identified a medium ofexposure to the profession not
mentioned in previous studies i.e., the Internet. Almost hdlf of the study participants
I
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indicated usifig"th6 Ifrtemet as a-method of exposure to the profession. As mentioned
'11 1tg ',
earlier in this papdr, exposure to occupational therapy has primarily been through
I
personal contact (Cooperstein & Schwaitz, 1992; Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992;
Madigan, 1985; Town5erid & Mitchell,. 1982). Current results show volunteer work as
the numbier one overall method 6f expos'ure. 
,The second largest single method of
exposure was the Iriteriei. rnis nriairig demonstrates that the Intemet is being used
,a . I
regularly to explore the'p'rofesiion of occupational therapy. Reputable information
about the profession ofoccupational therapy needs to be readily available for students
to download and read. More research should be conducted in this area to identif,
where on the Intemet students retrieve information on the profession as well as how
this information is being used. It is the opinion of this researcher that the Intemet and
other multi-media venues will be the prime location for recruitment into the
profession of occupational therapy in the next few years.
Why choose occupational therapy?
Why do students choose occupational therapy as a major in college? Data
from the eighteen-item Likert-scale section of the suwey asked participants to rate on
a scale from l-5 their level ofagreement to various statements. h order to identiff the
highestranking items, the five highesrranking averages from the section were listed
in rank order. As found in previous studies, current students are interested in making
an impact on the lives ofothers and have altruistic intentions (Cooperstein &
Schwartz, 1992; Madigan, 1985; Rozier et al., 1992). Four ofthe top five highest
rated items had to do with making a difference in another person's life and working
with a person one-on-one. Individuals also found the large variety of work seftings in
occupational therapy attractive, rating it number three ofthe top five.
l
I
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Holstrom (1975) found that when compared to other professionals such as
physicians, nurses and pharmacologists, therapists rated "high anticipated earnings"
the least important motivational factor ofcareer selection. More recent shrdies
(Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992, Rozier et. al' 1992) have shown that money was
rated as the third and fifth most influencing factor in choosing occupational therapy
as a profession. In the current study, salary received the ninth highest score of the l8
items. Based on this frnding, it is concluded that salary was not a major motivational
factor in choosing the profession for the study participants. Students do, however,
appear to be aware ofthe predicted job increase in occupational therapy as evidenced
by job market staiements being ranked among the top ten items'
Becoming an occupational therapy educator received the lowest score of all
l8 items and appears to conflict with the findings ofDudgeon & cunningham (1992)
and Madigan (1985) who both found that close to 37% ofparticipants desired to teach
at some point during their career. Also surprising to the researcher was how many
people did not perceive ajob in occupational therapy as one in which they can feel in
control. It should be rioted that this dbes correspond with results from Bailey (1990)
who reported that lack ofcontrol over their career was listed as a reason for attrition
from the profession. i t.
!
Alternate programs of studY
What other tfpes of academic or professional career programs did current
students enrolled in occupational therapy programs consider in addition to
' I 
' 
"l r
occupational therapy? Students currently effolled in occupational therapy programs
l1
indicated that they wer_e interested in physical therapy' psychology, social work, and
human services. A large majority ofparticipants (78%) indicated that occupational
t-'--
t.I'
r
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therapy was their first choice major. Of the nine people who had completed a
college degree pribr to entering an occupational therapy program, three ofthose
students indicated that they are now in their first choice major' Dud6;eon &
Cunningham (1992) fowd 22%o ofparticipants expressed interest in occupational
therapy alone as an initial interest. This large increase in the number of students with
a primary interest in occupational therapy may be due to the enhanced recruitment
efforts ofthe early and mid 1990's refened to earlier in this paper.
Of the27 students who did not speciff occupational therapy as their first
choice, only 25 indicated an altemate major. Popular majors of those students who
had completed a degree included social work, biology and psychology. As in previous
studies (Dudgeon & Cunningham, 1992; Townsend & Mitchell, 1982), physical
therapy was the most popular alternate first choice major selected as 10 ofthe 25
valid responses in this area.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Ifoccupational therapists are to continue providing valuable services to those
in need, it is necessary that the supply of therapists meet the demand forjobs' The
combination of decreased enrollment in occupational therapy programs (AOTA,2001)
and the average attrition from the profession will not supply enough therapists to fill
the projected job increase ofup to 35%o by the year 2010 (u.s. Department ofLabor,
2002). To address this predicted problem, current recruitment techniques need to be
evaluated and enhanced as necessary. By determining the profile of current
occupational therapy students, their reasons for choosing, and their method of
exposure to occupational therapy, efforts for recruitment ofprospective occupational
therapy students can be more effrciently distributed.
The current study revealed that there have been changes in the student profile
since the last known study of this nature by Rozier et. al (1992). Although the results
from the current study are limited and include only four institutions, these findings
may be reflective of trends amongst current students enrolled in occupational therapy
programs.
Current results show that occupational therapy students are primarily white
females who entered their resfective programs shortly after graduating high school
and had initial intentions of majoring in occupational therapy upon entering college.
These.students were successful inligh school and on college entranr:e exams; with
the majority of their par"enii presenting with some level of college eclucation'
The students were exposed to occupational therapy at younger ages, some trs
'early as .!" rorr,'-a ioturlt.r, *t i iri"lclinic #h!re occupational therapy services
!Fol
are provided continires to be the number one method of exposure to the profession.
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,Guidance counselors and career fairs have increased as reported exposure
methods in the current study with close to 50% of students selecting these methods.
one large frnding of this study is'the influence ofth6 Inteinet in career exploration
with 47% of srudents reporting this medium as a method of eiposure to occupational
therapy. when compared to previous knov,,n studies, the current study stands alone in
recognizing the importance of the Internet in exposure to occupational therapy'
Students continue to choose the profession of occupational'therapy for
primarily altruistic reasons such as working one-on-one with people and making a
difference in their lives. There are some discrepancies betwtlen the current study and
those in the past including the importance of salirry in choosing the profession and the
extremely low number of students wishing to teach at some point during their careers.
The results of this study are beneficial but td ensure greater generalizing of
results this study should be replicated at a national level using a random sample. To
accomplish this, the methodology could be changed to use either a mail-based or
r. r' t
Intemet based sriivii method of iistribution. Another area of improvement would
:
encompass the.sensitivity ofthe survey instrument itself. The researcher feels the
l'.- 
. 
.l r-,{ !. I
curreht to-ol t"ris ilni"idnt frii tnis study,'brlt'sdme minor changes in layout and(-
wording were identified after data analysis.
F
There are m'aiiy ire;as bfirotential research, which were identified by the
researclie'r''durin'g tlie'co'uise of thil itq.,.t.' The 1992 study by Cash on the
t
knowledge of guidanc,e !"riunseldrs'about occupational therapy should be replicated
since the cunent fin'dinls ..t ggftt griaun.e counselors are playing a larger role in
exposue to the profession. As a part of the recruitment efforts initiated by AOTA in
the early'1990's, Carleton (1990) surveyed educational institutions on their methods
i
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and effectiveness of recruifinent strategiJs. This study should also be replicated. The
current study.has identifieh.ttfit th:e'Intemet is a mirjor method of exposure to the
profession of occupational therapy. Research is needed to identifo how prospective
students are using the Internet, more specifically, how influential this method is as
compared to traditional methods of exposure.
Occupational Therapy is an exciting frofession, which is exp:rnlCing rapidly
T*
and offers practitioners great latitude in work environments. ln order to meet the
projected increase in job deman4 recruitrnent efforts must be efficient, effective, and
diverse. The profession will benefit from studies similar to this being conducted on a
regular basis. Information gained from these studies should be applied to the design
of recruitment programming. If the profession is unable to meet the demands of the
future, other allied health disciplines may step into arenas currently held by
occupational therapists to meet the populations' needs. This occlrrence may result in
the profession ofoccupational therapy losing its foothold in certain practice arenas
., forever.
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Appendix A: Human Subjects Proposal Materials
ALL COLLEGE R.E\/IE\Jy BOARI}
FOR
HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH
C()VER PAGE
Department: Occup&tional TheraPY
Campus
I
Abltnct: (Limited to space Provided) The purpose ofthe Propos€d study is to idendry
,rr" fftu-aitltri"" 
"f new oc;uParional 
the.sPy stude[ts using aD anonymous written
lu.u"* it i" 
"u.t "t 
i"formation can be used by rEcruitnent agencies at the stale and
*iiorl"t t""t a ia."tiry targct populations in which rccruificnt to the profession can be
i*r.r".a 
-a u.""-" more-effiiiot. These characteristics includc 
dcmographic
i-oformation lfamily sociccconomic statrB, crhnicity, age, gender' rnalital status'
;J;-; ;;a;;*e and psrenul cducation), method of cxposurt to the care'r of
o".r*,ioia m"-pv and 2d quesions relatcd to theit qr€er aspirations and attitudes'
rii" i"av p"p"f*ion includes firsr yeat oc'upotional therapy students in education
p-g"-* tiLi 
"*'rta "ither 
baccalaurcare or combined boccalaurcate/mastc6 degrces'
e-srudv .rill be conducted at between 4-6 instiutions in westem Ncw York and
n".tfr-t 
"i"- 
pinn.vlvari& Contacting the oc'upational therapy prograrn dircctors and
*Liig p.t"itt.t ,i a.cess the sMcnts during class time \a{tcn rhe fiesfunan class is[."in1i *ir r*-i, *raens. The Prioary rcs€archer will visit each insritution' explain
,"?Ji"t itrr" tt" 
",rt 
ey and leave the rcom whjte PdticipoDts arc clmpleting the survey'
en* c!-pl.airg tft sudy, p€rticiPans will drop the survcys in a'dtoFbox" iD the fiom
;;iL;; o":,u *tt..,"a-*itt t corDParEd 1o infornation from piEvious studies 8nd
r.p"nJ i" rf,. t 
"o.,.t 
er's thesis and eventually publisb€d io aE occupalional tbeiapy
joirma. ffre sttray ."ill commencc upon aurhorizalion from thc IRB (apprcxinate detes)
Grn a"tu Jf 
"".ii,n "orEpleted 
by Januarv 23d 2003 and t}lc th6is projected completed
by March 2lr 2003.
I
scon McNeil Advisor: Mindy Cozzolino
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. Gencral Information rbout tbe Study
a) Any funding for the proposed rcsearch pmject will come from the
' graduate oiupational thempy departtrrent accolmt' The anticipared
Ixpenses include the cosl of rcproducing the instrument and cost of
auiomobile fuel to reach the colleges participating in the study'
b) The study will take place at each individual participating institution The
survey will be distributed in a classroom setting'
c) The primary researcher will begin the study upon appmval from the IRB
' 
ana tfre tttraca College OccuPational Therapy DePartment' The thesis
project, incluaing thi research pmject, will begin in November 2002 and
end in March 2003.
d) The resuls ofthis snrdy will be compared to previous studies of similar
topic and reported in the Master's thesis oflhe primary researcher' Upon
complaion of this thesis project' the primary researchel will seek
publication of the article in a professional occupational therapy joumal'
Z. Related Experience of thc R6earcher(r) eod Faculty Advisor(s)
-' ---- - 
ffr"'pA;ray researcher in this study has volunteer andwork trxperience in
rtre unaergraauate aamission office at Ithaca College He has mmpleted
the requi-rid rcsearch classes in the curriculun ofthe occupational therapy
dePartnent at IOEca College including Xzsearch Meth.ods nd
Bi;stulistics. The primary advisor, Mindy Cozzolino is a clinical assistant
prot"ssot in tt 
" 
o""upational therapy depaftnent at Ithaca College and is
cunently working onher OTD (occupational therapy doctorate) thmugh
Crcighlon Udv;ity. John Krout is a professor and the director of the
Geru:ntolory lnsitute at Ithaca College' He has extensive res%rch
experiencJ in the field of Gerontologr especially the effects of
environment on aging in nrral America He has written over 50 book
chapters and has b€en published in numerous academic joumals'
3. Benefits ofthe study
The benefis of this pmposed study for the participant includes serving as
a represenratire of firs year occuparional therapy snrdents-which can be
used to recruit students into the Profession. Occupational Therapy as a
profession witl benefir by using this curlent snrdent.profile information to
identi! tarlet populations and procedures for recruitrcnt effons'
eccoiing to American Occupational Thempy Associarion (AOTA)
enmllment in ac'credited programs has drcpped by 1l% between 200G
2001 academic year.r Enhancing and focusing recruitment efforts will
increase the pool of sh:dents whoosing occupational thempy as a career'
4, Dcstription ofSubiectr 
--" ;:ffi .#i*iri ii"r,rf," up'p'o*irn tilv 200 subjects.
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b) Subjects will include srudents enrolled in their first year in an occupatioiral
- 
therapy program, which awards either baccalaureate or combined
baccalaureate/masters degrees. Subjects will only be excluded fmm
participation in the study ifthey arc under 18 years ofage'
Description of Subiect PsrticiPatiou
'Once 
approiat has been granted by the program director at a specific
school, i date and tirne will be set for the Primary researcher to visit the
c€mpus and conduct the study. The primary researcher will introduce
himself and read the "ParticiPant Information Sheet" (see appendix) to the
students afler which, there will be an opportunity for quesrions related to
the procedure prior to implementalion. Participants will retain their
"Participant lriormarion 
-Sheef' 
for their records. The survey itsel f (sde
appendix) includes questiors rclated to demographics includingr SES,
ihnicity, age, gendei, marital status, academic performanc.e and parental
education. -quistions are also directed at the method and age of exposurc
to occupational therapy. These descriptive measure questions will be of
multi-list selection format and some rnay include a fill-in "oth€r" response
optioo. Next, a twenty-item Likert-scale format section u'ill ask about
their career aspirations and attitudcs. This section has becn modified ftom
the 2l-item attitude inventory created and used by Rozier et al' (1992) in
their study titled "Il&y Students Choose OccuPational Therapy as a
Caeer." Some wording has been changed to increase clarity'
Once questions have been addressed' the researcher will leave t}te room to
incrcase anonymity. when participanrs have completed tlteir surveys'
they will walli them to the front ofthe room and placc them in a large,
stotted dropbox. The researcher will r€-€nt€r the room affer the last
survey has been retumed to collect the data and thank the students for their
participation. The survey should take approximately 10 minutes'
After data from each of the participating schools has been collected, the
surveys will be assigned numbers for data recording purpxrses The results
of thi; study u/ill be compiled and reported using chans and narrative
descriptioni. Chi-square analysis will be uscd to identift the correlations
of indipendent variables such as socio-economic status, etlnicity and
parental education level on dePendent variables such- as €xposurc to
occupational therapy and the career aspiration/anitud€ statements' A
' comforison of results to those of prcvious studies will be,compleled
tt[ough a aetailea discussion session that will appear in t]re thesis paper'
Ethic8l lssues 
- 
Dcscription
a) There are no risks of physical harm to participants of this study' A
participant may experience mild anxiety in reporting sensitive
iemographic data such as socio-economic slanrs, ethnicit-v and par€ntal
., 
education.
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1
b) This study does not require an Informed Corsent form because the method
' ofcollectlng data includes an anonymous paper and pencil survey with a
tear-off cover Page.
Recruitm€dt of Subjects
- -- -a; 
the method of recruitment for participants will occur by contacting the
' 
occupational therapy dcpartnent program directors at each prospective
instit tion 
-a ,"qoesting access to entryl€vel students' Once 
permission
is gn"tea tne pri-ary rcsearcher will travel to the institution to administer
thJsrrrey. The researcher will intoduce the srudy to the Prospective
panicipants and then each individual student will be given the option to
participate or not.
b) Participant will receive no inducement to partitipate in this study'
Conf iden tiatity/Anonymity of Respo-nses
fte survey rfraitlas 
'been 
constructed does not ask for the participans'
name or social sicurity number. The rcsearcher will leave the room
before the participants begin the survey' Panicipans will deposit their
complercd'surveys into a sloued dmpbox to ensure anonymlty in the front
of thi room. Access to the collected data will be limircd to the primary
researcher and the thesis committee. Surveys will be issued a random
identification number for data recording purPoses'
9. Debriefing
Aftir completing the survey, the primary researcher will thank subjecs for
their participation and bring their attention to the contact information
listed oh the 'Participant Information Shea"'
10. ComPensatorY Follow-uP
' It is anticipated that any mild anxiety experienced by participans rclated
. to .ornpt"iion of this survey wilt not require compensatory follow-up If
!t 6 however compensatory follow up is required, the participating institution
' I {'utt u. dtk"dio ,"fer thettident to appropriate on-site counseling
, services.
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350 Job Hall
Irhaca, NY r4450-7012
(607) 274-3113
(607) 274-306. (Far)
. . +t ., !
olrice ol lh6 Provosl and
December 3. 2002
{'
scott McNeiL ots l'
Graduate Progran 
- 
Occupatiornl Therapy
School of tlealth Sciences and Hurnan Perforrnanc€
tthaca College
Re: Who Wrnts to bc ltr OccuD'tk'tr'l Th€rrDist?
Thank vou for respondi4 to thc stipulations rnade by the All-College Review Board for Huuan
ffi;ir-i;;;: i;;-; authorized ro besin vour project at anv.time' This approvalwill
."-#in in 
"ff"", 
fo. 
" 
period of one year ftom the dale of autliorizatiorL
After vou have finished thc projcct, pleas€ complete the enclosed Notice-of-Completion FoItrr
and rerum it ro my offrce for our files.
Best wishes on 8 successful studY.
Sincerely,
"A-,AC 8"au'ap(iarrv L. Brodhead Associate Provost
All-Cotlege Review Board for Human Subjects Rcsearch
4u
(: Mmd) Co/^lib, t-dlrY a&is
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Ithaca CollegG
2oo Sm'ddy Hall
llhaca, NY 14850-7079
1607) 274-1975(607) 274-3oss (Fax)
o€partmeni o, OcclJpational ThHapy
School ol Hsalth Sciences
ancl Human Porlormanc€
I
TO: Human Subjects Committee
FROM: Scott McNeil, OTS
NE " Who wants to be an Occupational Therapist? " revisiors
DATE: JanuarY 20, 2003
After carefirlly considering my options and keeping in mind the fcasibility ofcompleting
ir.i" 
"-i""1"'" ri-ely mairner, 
l-havc madc some chaDges to my study entitled 
*'4'o
'iiirr-i, 
O" o" o""uPational Therapist ? " The changes arc minor' 8nd lhey are nol
"*-o."t"a 
io t 
"t" irrpact on 
the study's purpose, benefits, subject participation' ethical
ir.'r." 
"i ""iria".ii"]itv/anonymity.' 
Th; changes do have an impact on the subject
description, and recruitrnent.
Due to complications in the recruiEnent process that was described in my original
proposal, I have elected to:
l. Include second year studcnB in the subject poPulation ar the participaring schools
i. b""t ."" tf," 
""-ber of institutioDs 
participating from 4-6 to 3-5'
These changes combined with feedback fiom a field tesl ofmy survey instrumenl' have
r"i 
-"L rnliry .y suwey. one question has been added and the wordings of one
.*"i"Jt",".!", fas been changcd. The combined changes to the rcquied documents
ffi;-H-*l;r&J witt now ue iurtined. I have attachcd the original HSR proposal and
it 
" 
-ngVfS'gp; p-posal with changes highliglrted for yow convenience.
0n tlie HSR cover Pagc;
ln the sbslrsct:
4[" .*aV p"prf",ion includes first year " "- now reads "The study population includes
first aod second Year-.."
"...will be conducted at betwcen +6 insti trttiots" 'n now reads '" 'will be conducted at
between 3-5 institutions... "!
ln the HSR ProP6sal:
Section 4. @):;-."n-ffJ i",fr"i, flstyel\..." now reads " "enrotled in their first or secord year" "
Ou the'PartidipiDt tnformatioir Sbtetn: - I ,P@
'T;iffi f"tt y"- 
"*"p"ti"rrl -.." 
nov' reads *If you arc a first or sccond year
occupational -.."
[] [ 
. 
,l r,
t 
,' {
I tr'
" 11q
J
.l
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On the suwey ilslrument:
Adbed question (P.l):
"Year i; School/Progmm: Freshman- Sophomore-"
Class rark question (1.2): added words (in bold)
Class RanI (% in sraduatins clsss) "i.€- I was in tbe top 157" of my gradurting cless'"
TOP:
25"/"
U:rklqya/ 'School did not rank"
Ifyou have any questions or conccms about any of these revisions, please feel free to
"ont "t -" 
,iu e-ail at smcncill ,?r)ithaca.edu or by phone at (6O7) 339-9394' I thank you
for your time.
..at
a.f
I ^! I lt!-t"
- 
. .-r;t, *\ 
-- 
r' 
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Abstract: (Limited to space provided) The purpose ofthe proposed shldy is to identi!
trr. .io*ti,itti.t or new occupational therapy sMents using an anonymous rryritten
rr",.i ntt .r*" information can be used by recmiment agencies at lhe state and
*tioia f-."a ro ia*tiff target populations in which recmitncnt to the profession can be
in reas.a ana U*me more-effrciint. These characteristics include demographic
information $anity sociG€conomic $arus' elhnicity, age, gend*' marial stans'-acai.rnl. 
;;i;rman* and parental education), method of exposure. to the carcer of
o".up",ioiJ ,i,..py and 2d questions related t'o their career aspirations and attitudes'
ii. Lray p"pJ.ti* includes first and second year occupationallherapy studenG in
.i"*ti"" it6g".t ,l^t award either baccalaueate or combined baccalar:reate/mastcrs
a.g*s. ri. fiioy *ll be conducted at between 3-5 insriutions in weslem New York and
;;-J;;; i#"ylvania- Conacring the occupational therapyprc-gmm diectom and
^li"g 
p.-l.ti", t6 access the students during class time wlrn the freshman class is
[raiJ 
"iir *.it ttuaent. The Pdmary rcsearcher will visit each 
institution' explain
-"JairuiUri. tt" ,u*.y and leave the room while participans are completing the 
survey'
eh.i*t"J.,irg tft stMy, panicipants will drop the suweys in a "dropbox" in the front
;i;i;;;. oalu cottesea witt be compared to information from previous studies ard
r"port"a in rft 
"*rr"ler's 
rhesis and eventually publislred in an occupatiooal tberapy
io'umal. The study wil commence upon authorization ftom the IRB (approximate dates)
'*i f, ar" .iif*tii" *mpleted by Janualy 23d 2003 and the thesis projected mmpleted
by March 2l' 2003.
T,
I
{ .-
scott McNeil Advisor: MindY Cozzolino
@orand FacultYAdvisor
@rand FacultYAdvisor
,lr;tt
Wlo Wants to be 8n
t*!-l*qf,r
l, I
,!-.iF'-!l
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. General Information about the Study
a) Any firnding for the proposed research project will come from the
' goa*t" *i"pational therapy departnentacmunt' The anticipated
Jxpenses include the cost of repmducing the instrument and cost of
auiomobile fuel to reach the colleges participating in the study'
b) The study will'take place at each individual participating institution' The
survey will be distributed in a classroom setting'
c) The primary researcher will begin the sudy tipon Efproval from th"e IRB
and ihe Ithaca College occupational Therapy Departrirent' The thesis
froject, including the research proje'Ct, will begin in Novembet 2002 aad
end in March 2003.
d) The results ofthis study will be compared to previous studies of similar
topic and rePofied in the Master's thesis ofthe prirnary researcher' Upon
comptetion of ttris thesis project' the primary researcher will seek
publication ofthe article in a professional occupational therapy joumal'
l. Related Erperience of the Rescrrcher(s) and Faculty Advisor(s)-' - --_ 
fn1'p.i-ary researcher in this study has voluntcer and work experience in
the undergraduate admission office at Ithaca College' He has comPleted
the requirld research classes in the iurriculum ofthe occupational therapy
deparlnent at Ithaca College including Rzsearch Methods and
. Bilsiatistics. The primary advisor, Mindy Cozzolino is a clinical assisanr
professor in the occupational therapy deparhent at Ithaca College and is
lunently working onher OTD (occupational rherapy doctorate) thrcugh
Crcigtrton University. John Krout is a professor and the director of the
Geroitology Instiorc at Ithaca College' He has extensive research
experience-in the field of Gerontology especially the effects of
environment on agit ! io ru"d a*oi"'' He has written over 50 book
chapters and has been published in numerous academic joumals'
, l.
3. B€nefiis ofth€ study t r
' The benefis Lf this proposed study for the panicipant includes serving as
a reprcsentative of first year occupational therapy students which can be
.. used tdrecruit studens into the profession' Occupational Therapy as aI rirofession will benefit by using this current student profile information to
, identifr rarset Doirulationi 5Td procedures for rccruitment efforts't n""oiingio a..rican Occipational Therapi Association (AOTA)
," eniollmenl in accredited progmms h5-dropped by I l% between 2000-
' 2001 academic year. Enhancing and focusing rccmitment efforts will
inciease the- pool of studenls whoosing occupational therapy as a career'
4. Description of Subjec6* 
"-i;''d;-;al-*ir 
r 
-i 
*r,t"'rpp-x imatelv 200 subj ecs'
I
i
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b) . Subjects will include students enrolled in their first year in an occupational
- 
therapy program, which awards either baclalaureate or combined
* baccalaureaie/masters degpees. Subjecs will only be^excluded from
paniciPation in the study if they are under 18 years ofage'
5. Description of Subject Participatiou
Once appro"ut t r" U".o Funt d by the program director at a sPecifrc
schml, a date and time'will be set for the primary rcsearcher to visit the
iampus and conduci the study. The primary rcsearcher will introduce
himielf ahd 'read the "Participant Information Sheef' (see appendix) to the
snrdents after whiclL there will be an opporrunity for questions related to
' the procedurc prior to implementation' Participans will retain their
"farticipanl lnformation Sheet" for their records' The suwey itself(see
aooendix) includes questions related to demographics including: SES'
Jtoi"ity,trg., g.fidei' marital status, academic performance and Parental
"Ju"atio". 
-Qu&tions 
are atso directed at the method and age ofexposure
a o""upariona t.*py. These descriptive measure questions will be of
multi-list selection fonmat and some may include a fill-in'other" response
option. Next, a twenty-item Likert-scale format s€ction will ask about
ttieir career aspirations and attitudes' This section has been'modified from
the 2l -item atiitude inventory crcated and used by Rozier et al' ( I 992) in
their study titled "l,?y Studenls Choose Occupational Therary a:r o
Career." Some wording has been changed to increase clarity'
Once questions have been addressed, the researcher will leave the rcom to
increase anonymity. When participants have completed their suweys'
they will wal[ them to the front ofthe room and place them in a large'
slotted drop-box. The researcher will rc-€nter the room after the last
suwey has been retumed to collect the data and thank the students for their
participation. The suwey should take approximaGly 10 minutes'
Afler data from each of the participating schoots bas been collected' the
surveys will be assigned numbers for data recording purPoses' The resuls
of thi; study wiU bscompiled and reported using chansand uarrative
a"*.iptions. Chi-square'analysis will be used to identi$ the correlations
of independent variables such as socio-economic status' ethnicity and
parental education level on dependent variables such- as exPosurc to
Lccupational therapy and the career asPiration/anitude statements' A
comparison of rcsuits to those ofprevious studies will be comPleted
through a detailed discussion session that will appear in the thesis paper'
6. Ethical Issues 
- 
DescriPtion
a) There are no risks ofphysicat harm to Panicipants ofthis study' A
participant may experience mild anxiety in reporting sensitive
a"mogtapnic data iuch as socio-economic status, ethdcity and parental
educalion.\$,,
1
I-
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7.
b) This str.rdy does not require an lnformed Corsent form because tre method
of collecting data includes an anonymous paper and pencil suwey with a
tear-off cover Page.
Recruitment of Subjects
a) The method oi recruitment for participants will occur by contacting the
occupational therapy departrnent program directors at each prospective
institution and rcquesting access to enty-level students' Once permission
is granted the primary researcher will travel to the institution to administer
the-survey. The researcher will introduc€ the study to the prospective
participans and then each individual student will be given the option to
particiPate or not.
b) Participant will receive no inducement to panicipate in this study'
Confi dentiality/Anonymity of Responses
The survey thaihas Leen constucted does nol ask for the participants'
name or social security number. The researcher will leave the room
before the participants begin the suwey Participafis will deposit their
completed suweys into a sloned dropbox to ensure anonymlty in the front
of the room. Access to the coUected data will be limited to the primary
researcher and the thesis committee suweys will be issued a random
identificarion number for dala recording purposes'
fl f,t I
frr
I'l { l
il
lr
I
I
l,
i
..
I
{
I
.t
9. Debriefing
A6r completing the survey, the primary researcher will thank subjecs for
their parti;ipalio; and bring their attention to $e contact information
listed on the '?articipant Information Sheet"'
10. ConpensatorY Follow-uP
' lt is anicipated that any mild aniiety experienced by participants related
to compleiion ofthis survey will not require compensatory follow-up' If
howevir comft'nsatory follow up is rcquired, the participating institution
will be askedio refer rhe student to 
'appropriate 
on-site counseling
.:
servlces.
J
I
,l
Tr- 
- 
-
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IthEca Collegs
350 Job Hall
llhaca, NY 14850_7012
(607) 274-3113
(607) 274-3064 (Fax)
RE: \ryho Wrtrts ao be rn OccuDatioirl TherrDirt - REVISED
Thc All-College Review Board for Human Subjects Research has rcceived your requcst to rtvise
ifr"'rU""" ,"#"a p.posal. You st*ed in your trrmorandum that the onJy cbanges in thc
orooosat are the addiiion ofsecond year students in the subjcct populatioa and a decrease in the
irumber of participating ifftitutions from +6 to 3-5
You are authorized to revise your proj€ct. This approral will remain in effect for a period ofone
year tom thc datc ofauthorizatioo.
After you have finished the project, Plcas€ complete the enclosed Notice-of-Corryletbn Form
and retum it to my office for our files
Bcst wishes for a suocessful studY.
.. 
/ /
., 
.t. 
-Garry L. Brodhead, Associate Povost
All-6ollegc Review Board for Hurnan Subjects Res€arch
4!
c: M idy ( o/Jol im. [''i;!ry A&is
I:r ' Er
I'
Oflice ol lh€ Prolost and
January 22. 2003
Scott McNeil. OTS
Departrncnt of Occupational Therapy
School of Health Sciences and Human Performance
I tha(:a College
I
t.
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I
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Appendix,B lREdnilimehiretter to Program Directors
a
Hello! My name is Scott McNeil and I am currently a Graduate occupational theraay
student from Ithaca college. I am writing you in order to arrange a time during which
I could speak to you via tilephone regarding the possibility of my visiting your
campus io conduct a survey. For my thesis research, I amlttempting to identiff why
studints choose occupational therapy as a career choice. The subject population
includes first year occupational therapy students in either a baccalaureate or
combined baccalaureate/masters programs. I am hoping you will allow me to survey
your students to increase the statistical relevance and diversity of my sample size.
With your permission, I would like to visit your campus and administer my survey
during a class that contains your first year students' If you-could please forward me a
list oitimes during the next week when I could set up a telephone appointment to talk
about my project more in depth, I would greatly appreciate it'
I thank you for your time and consideration,
Dear
Scott McNeil, OTS
smcieill@ithaca.edu
(607) 33e-9394
j
I
I r'f 5r1
I
-F!- 
- 
' 
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Appendix C: Participant Informatioh Sheet
I
f
2OO Smicdy Hall
rha@. NY 14450-7079
1607t274-1975(607) 27.-3055 (Fax)
I
I
J
I
t
t
Depanm.nl ot OccuPatonal Th€
School ol H€allh Scrences
and Human Pe.lormanc€Dcar ParticiPani,
I\l
Mv namc is Scott McNeil and I am a Graduate occupationat therapy studeni from lrhaca Collcge l
;XJ'i[Ji";;il;" il. 
".itia*ng p*icipating in mv Thcsis 
rescarch studv who wonts to be an
b""*"r"i"rrt ii"riOisr? Ifyouwishiopanicipat,the s,r.rey should rake no longerthan l0minutestoI^"1i,"*"iir. i"r-i"ation shcet will cxilain rhe sudy purposc, participation requirements and research
ffiii,ii;.'-""rii*ii',r,"i"iiii"g "r a",; and the sysims in placc to cnsure'coofidentialitv 
snd
anonymity of Your resPonses,
Purpose: To identiry why currcnt occupational therapy studenB.are choosing occupational thciapy as a
i-., 
"noi".. The 
most reccnt study of titis fotmat t'as conducted by Rozier' Gilkcson & Hamilton in
iisi 
""i-;; r"i;arion could 
be dated. Students mav bc choosing thc profession for diffcrent reasons
;;;, ;;;; iater, 
"nd 
it is important to idcntiry and rcport thcse ohanges ln using currcnt information'
;;;;;;;;;;, ;"difv their iunent recruirmeni techniqucs to rcach a larger targct audience'
Participanl Reouirements and Informationi lfyou are a.firSt or sccond year Occupational theraPy -
studenr in either a bac"ulu*"ut" o, 
"oi6ii!d-d 
b"ccilaurcatc/mastcrs dcgree program and are lt years of
;;;ili;;;;;il; 
"tiiiut. to 
p"ni"ip'rcin this studv' The"ssryrY-sh-o-uJd take aDDrorimatcIv l0
li"ri... vo, *iff ue as-ked to compleie a 5-page survey consisting ofquestions and statemcnts ofthe6iroffi'
. DcmograPhic information
. Your exposurc to thc ficld ofoccupational thcrapy
. ei t a-i[- .."tion rcgarding carcer aspiralions' attitudcs & values
Vor. 
"o-pi.,i"f."d return'ing tbis suwey 
serv€s ri ioforhed cotrscnt' Ple&ic rctain tbis cover
sheet for your rccords.
D*..r.h Pr6.€dures: Thc rcscarchcr will introducc the project then leave the room to further insurc
;;=;; 
"..,r',-ttJ complete the survcy 
by rcsPonding lo cach question once you havc comPlcted
ih:;I;:;:;i;# ;i. ,o-,r,J i.rir or rr'" .*m and place it in the larse "dropbox". rhe rcseancher will
re-entertheroomafterthclssrsurveyhasbeenrcnrmcdtocollecrrhedaraandtlEnkthcstudentsfor
;"t;;"t;;;;;;;. 
- 
lnro.-"tion 
"oit""t"d 
from vour institution will be comPiled with othcr institutions
and clmparcd to information from prcvious studies'
i.ronvmitv and Confidcntirlitv: rYour anonymity and confidcntiality are ofutmost concem in this
;iffi,;Taffi;;i 
"t 
'ftteir institutions arc nbt rrcordcd on thc survey instrumcnt Your suwev
;il'b;;;;iy;;;;J for data analvsis purposes' The r€s€archer will not be in thc room while the
.;;; ;;;ir; ;;rleted and participant witl place their complcted surveys in an anonymous box for
i"iLJ,ri.l-iiirr;" p"iory ."reu."h", 
"na 
m€mb€rs ofhis thcsis comminee wi1 havc acccss to the mw
a"", *fri"tt 
"i,iriu. "tored 
in a tocked fitin'g cabinct'
Contact fnformation!: Ifyo'u hivc qucstions or would likc a copy ofthe study rEsults:
Scott McNcil smcneil I (aithaca.edu
Ithaca Collcge OccuPational Thcrapy Dcpartment)idr"1" o" io*noi letterhead t, ' " .l {
I
ItrA*,t. , )'
1r 'J Irl" I i
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Appendix D: Survey Instrument
I o/'Age: 
-
I
'l o) Gender: M F
I
II fsl Year. in SchooUProgram:- Freshman 
- 
Sophomore 
-
l!'r,
For the jotlowin{ien questions,'please select the ONE calegory that most closely
I ,"flects'your ciriunstinces fo, each inquiry. please place an x on the lines
I ,iprrr"iting your'onswers as appropriatb' Ifyou select other' please write a
I aucription in the space p'rovided; do not leave it blank'
"tL,...r,,t' (4/ combiJed fainilyrincbme:' {pt"^, biltctn on"1
rl
Below $30,000 $80,000-89'999
$30,000-39,999 $90,000-99'999
s40,000-49,999 $100,000-109,999
$50,000-59,999 $110,000-l19,999
560,000-69,999 $120,000 or above
$70,000-79,999
(5) Parents highest level of completed education:
Mother
Less than High School
VocationaUcertifi cate Program
High School or GED
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Doctorate
(6)With which Ethnic grouf do you most closely relate?
Father
's
Hispanic/Latino
\ Asian/Pacific Islander
American Indian/Alaska Native
Black/African American
White
Other (Please describe) :
lI
'lrl
t
I
I
I
i
't
I
{
I
t
t
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1301-1400
l40l- 1500
l50l - 1600
i.e. I was in the top l5o/o of my graduating
(7) SAf I Combined Score range:
Below 1000
1000-t 100
r 101-1200
1201- 1300
(8/ Class rank (7o in graduating class)
class.
TOP:
5o/o
l0o/o
t5%
20%
25%
Above 25o/o
Unknown/School did not rank
(9) My highest completed education level
Less than High School
High School or GED
VocationaVcertificate Program
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
boctorate ttl
( I 0) Occupatioual Therapy was my Jint choice maior Yes
If no, select from other oplions or list olherl
[.Phy3icalTheiapyl t I , .l--
SPeech Pa'thologY/AudiologY
I rsYchologY
r Athletic Training/Exercise SiienceI 
o rher (Please d/scribe):
I
I , r)1t
IL *rt' '1,*lLr,_l
No
i
II
t
I
,j
I
I
i
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tI
( 1 1) How tlitl you fu11learn about Occupdtional Therapy?
r
Received services personallY
Family member received sewices
Guidance Counselor
Career fair
Volunteer/work at rehab clinic
Intemet
Other (please describe) :
( I 2) How old were you when you full learned about OccuPational Therapy?
Years old
(13) Please indicate your other uposures to occupational Therapy: (select all that
aPPIY)
Received sewices personallY
Family member received services
Guidance Counselor
Career fair
Volunteer
Intemet
Other (pl e as e de s cr ibe) :
Read each statement and determine the level, which corresponds to your desire to
become an occupational Therapist. circle the number that corresPonds with your
level of agreement. l= disagree, S=agree.
" "-*
(l4)There is an opportunity to influence others lives.
I
t2345
stongly ' - -+- somewhat neither agree somewhal strongly
disaheel 
,, 
disagree r ' '.nor disagrc", "9"" agree
{'
t
;
I
I
I
.. 
l'
-- 
---g - " VVi.ti.-.ra;,;g1gi-.
.. 
, _..a. r _,r a&E
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t
I
t
i
'\
f1l,) There is an opportunity to work closely in a one-on-one situation'
I ( 2 'l ! 'r:3r ''- " 4 5
stronslv somewhat neither agree f some*hit strongly
ois"dec disagrEe , ', ,r .'nor'disagree agree agree
l. r. it
d6) Not being around people can make a person lonely'
r2345
strongly somewhat neither agree somewhat stsongly
disagree disagree nor disagree agrce agree
(17) A iob that has moderate physical demands is important'
t2345
sfongty somewbat neither agree somewhat strongly
disagree disagree nor disagree a9rer agre
0s) A good srlarY is desirable.
t2145
stongly somewhat neither agree somewhat strolgly
disagree disagree nor disagree agree agree
fi 9) Being an occupational therapy educator is an eventual personal goal'
t2345
strongty somewhat neither agree somewhat strongly
disagree disagree nor disagree zgrce agree
f20) Science courses are enioyable and a continuing iersonal interest'
12345
stongly somewhat neither agree somewhat strongly
disagree disagree nor disagree agree Lglee
(21)The lob outlook for occupational therapy is good.
t2345
strongly somewhat neither agree somewhat strongly
disagree disagree nor disagree a ree agrce
, 
.r l f
I
t
t
I
t
t.
__E ii !l
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r22' No other career is as desirabte to me as s car-eer in occupational therapy.
1
r
I
r
f
I
{
nor disagree agrce
f2, It is desirable to work regular daytime hours and work schedules'
IZ
strongly somewhat
disagree disagrec
t2
strongly somewhat
disagree disagree nor disagree aglee
3
neither agreestongly
disagree
2
somewhat
3
neither agree
3
neither agree
3
neither agree
nor disagree
3
neilher agree
4
somewhat .
4
somewhat
4
some\r,hat
agree
4
somewhat
4
somewhat
agree
5
stongly
aglee
5
strongly
agree
strongly
agree
5
stronglY
agree
5
stongly
agree
5
strongly
agree,
Ql A c*eer with prestige is desirable.
4
somewbat
agree
t
It
I
iI
IJ_-
disagree nor disagree
f2, It is rewarding when clients express gratitude for what is done for them.
1z
srongly somewhat
disagree disagree
t2
strongly somewhai
disagree disagree nor disagree Lgrce
f2O It is rewarditrg to positivety influence a person's functional abilities'
(22) At occt p^tionel ther?py career piovides a flosition in which one can foel in
coitrol. r 'tLr'
1123
it onnlr , - somewhat neither afree .
disagree ' | 'gisagrcet , f ' nor orsagree, '|
r28l A career in occupational therapy offers rfiore variety than just patient care.
I
, d,r' : t 3 4 sIL
strongly somewhat neither agtee somewhat strongly
disagrei .t disagree , nor,disagree , agee agree!. r,t'J '
I
l', r I +t a t, 1
., 1,,
I
I
,
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eD A carcer in occupational therapy would allow for career development and
advancement.
t2345
strongly somewhat neither agree somewhat strongly
disagree disa'gree nor disagree agrce agree
I !2 3 l 4 5
itrongly somewhat neither agree somewhat stongly
disagree disagree nor disagree agee agree
(J/, Occupational therapy offers a tariety of settings in which to work'
t,
t23"45
stongty somewhat neither agre'e somewhat stronglydisagr; disigrce . rnor disagree agrce agree
['-
I
I
l.
(30) A !o\ th'at.is liot routine is desirable.
]I
tI
t
it
I
'ifffi-t-Pr
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